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The title of the exhibition designated as "Return to Gaia" comes from Gaia 

(Mother Earth) in mythology. When we look at the history of humanity, it is 

very clear that we can no longer continue by harming nature. For this reason, 

we must realize that the world is the only place in the universe where we can 

live by finding ways to return to Mother Earth and creating if necessary. It is 

now accepted by everyone that environmental pollution is one of the most 

important and biggest problems in the world. We must encourage the use of 

environmentally friendly materials so that we can leave a greener and more 

livable world for our children. We must protect the green. 

 As Trakya University Faculty of Fine Arts, we planned the international virtual 

group drawing exhibition "Return to Gaia", which is expected to be a 

traditional event to commemorate June 5, World Environment Day, between 

June 5-15. Drawing attention to environmental pollution, which is one of the 

most important problems of the 21st century, we decided that the concept of 

the exhibition should be a drawing on kraft paper. 

   Kraft paper is made from imperfect trees that are not suitable for other 

functions and is a naturally soil-soluble material. Its name is derived from the 

German "Kraft" meaning "power" or "force". It is the fastest dissolving 

paper type in nature. 

   In response to the question of how we, as artists, can contribute to the 

question of keeping the world green and the most important problem of the 

planet we live in, by making "power" unity, just like the meaning of the word 



kraft, we produce "art with environmentally friendly materials" we mean "a 

beautiful and clean world is possible". Thus, we strive to make art in a 

"greener and more livable world" by carrying the feelings of beauty in the 

human soul even further. 

   Everybody, especially educators, graduate and doctorate (proficiency in art) 

students in all departments of Fine Arts Education in our country and abroad, 

in Universities / Academies and Faculties, can participate in the "Return to 

Gaia" International Virtual Mixed Drawing Exhibition. Apart from that, artists 

who want to support our exhibition with their works can also participate in 

the exhibition as participants. We invite all artists who want to support the 

thoughts we share to our exhibition. Because, ART WILL SAVE THE 

WORLD… 

   Artists and artist candidates who want to participate in the "Return to 

Gaia" International Virtual Mixed Pattern Exhibition are required to send 

(one) high-resolution image of their work and information of their work to the 

specified e-mail address. As a result of the selection made by the exhibition 

committee, the participant list will be created and shared with everyone who 

sends the artwork. At the end of the exhibition, each participant will be given 

a certificate of participation approved by the Faculty of Fine Arts of Trakya 

University. 

   We would like to thank all artist and artist candidates who will attend in 

advance and wish their art life to continue in a green world ...  
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